
ManhattanBeach
Bringing Shades of Cooperation to
the Coastline
Residents spend their Sunday morning painting the beach town
red... or rather Rumba Orange, Sweet Pea and Crocus Petal
Purple.
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Hordes of volunteers equipped with paintbrushes and a willingness to
help began giving new color to washed-out lifeguard towers along
a 31-mile stretch of the Los Angeles coastline Sunday.

The sun-faded rails and crossbeams on 158 Los Angeles County
lifeguard towers were the first target in a ''Summer of Color"
organized by Santa Monica-based nonprofit Portraits of Hope.
The organization—founded in 1995 by brothers Ed and Bernie Massey—
develops motivational projects that combine public art production with
student civic education. The work also provides creative therapy for
disabled children, who contribute to the art projects with specialized brushes. 

 

Resident Susan Boettner found out about the event from a flier in
the Manhattan Beach Public Library. As her daughter is "very
artistic," Boettner wanted to share this "once in a lifetime"
creative opportunity with her.

"It's such a great civic project," said Boettner, "and I just thought
it would be really neat to be a part of it."

In all, Sunday's 1,500 volunteers—divided into teams of 10 per
tower—painted topcoats on 100,000 square feet of tower railings
from Zuma to Palos Verdes.

The rail painting precedes the five-month Summer of Color
exhibit that begins in mid-May. Nearly 6,000 children in hospitals,
schools, and social service programs—with help from nearly
2,000 adult volunteers—are creating vibrant art panels that will
be installed on the exterior walls and rooftops of the lifeguard
towers.

Each tower's rails now bear one of five bright Benjamin Moore
paint colors: Yellow, Rumba Orange, Sweet Pea, Toronto Blue,
and Crocus Petal Purple.

Many volunteers seen busily brushing Manhattan's lifeguard
towers Sunday morning were from other cities.

Michael Warren saw an event poster at a Starbucks in
Westchester and immediately signed up. Though Manhattan is not
his local beach, he said he is proud to do his part in beautifying
the South Bay.


